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Abstract 

Ancient China, same as Egyptology, biblical and classical studies, traditionally as the special approach of historical archaeology 

that is separate from general archaeology studies, whose characteristic is embodied in focusing on the themes of literacy—the 

relationship between the written and material record. Meanwhile, the characteristic of historical archaeology determines that 

the written sources/texts can make archaeological theory unnecessary, reduce material evidence to a source of illustrations. In 

another word, the written sources/texts can be an independent basis for interpretations (Renfrew & Bahn 2005:103-104). 

Nowadays, contemporary Chinese archaeology has adopted Western archaeological theories and methods. Nevertheless, an 

interesting unignorable phenomenon—non-consensus on result, occurs when the traditional ancient Chinese historiographies 

meet Western archaeological theories and methods during contemporary Chinese archaeological research. Whereby, this 

interesting phenomenon, from the philosophical aspect ought to be defined as the term of “methodological incommensurability”, 

will become the very topic of mine in this essay. In order to reveal and analyze this methodological incommensurability 

specifically, I will exemplify one of representative Chinese late Neolithic sites—Taosi as my study material herein. To combine 

archaeological materials (e.g. artefact and archaeological remain) with historical approach, meanwhile utilizing Marxist literary 

criticism to do dialectical discourse studies on the Chinese ancient historiographies, eventually to highlight the American 

philosopher Thomas Kuhn’s ideology of the possibility or even the necessity for emergence of new paradigm, new puzzle-

solution should take place to the further development of Chinese archaeology.  

Cover illustration 

The cover illustration: a painted dragon pottery pan-plate (37x15x9.0cm, ca.2282—2082 B.C.), is excavated from the royal burial No.3072 at Taosi Site 

in 1980, Xiangfen county, Shanxi province, China. This illustration is retrieved from the Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. 
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“Relying too much on paper materials is a disadvantage for Chinese Archaeology. I certainly don’t disagree 

with the importance of literature. However, written materials normally are distorted. The Chinese 

archaeological research between 3000B.C.and 2000B.C. is flourishing…If you rely too much on written 

words, then the research in China would only begin with the Shang Dynasty(1600B.C.—1029B.C.). If so, 

then you might miss at least half of the narrative.” 

Colin Renfrew (speech on the 2nd.Worldwide Archeological Forum on December 

14th.2015 in Shanghai, which was hosted by the Institute of Chinese Academy of 

Social Sciences) 

1.Introduction 

Noticeably, as a Chinese whom is studying archaeology in Sweden, I have been aware of two 

interesting phenomena that usually occur when Chinese and Swedish archaeologists are taken 

apart on the matter of how they treat their discipline archaeology differently, not merely 

because they are publishing in different languages, but also because they are using different 

paradigms (different theories and methodologies) during their practices and research, even 

with different definitions upon archaeology as a discipline in two separate worlds--Eastern 

Asia and Northern Europe. Additionally, another reason that has caused this two interesting 

phenomena is nowadays most of Western principal archaeological theoretical books have 

been translated into Chinese language, for instance “Archaeology: The Key 

Concepts”(Renfrew & Bahn 2005), “Archaeology-Theories, Methods and Practice” (Renfrew 

& Bahn 2012.6th.ed.), and “A History of Archaeological Thought” (Trigger 2006) have 

already become compulsory textbooks for all Chinese students who study archaeology in 

universities, which means nowadays Chinese archaeology has adopted Western 

archaeological theories and methods. In contrast, it rarely exists published Swedish-language 

books about presenting Chinese approaches that use Chinese theories and methods. 

Nevertheless, the second interesting unignorable phenomenon—non-consensus on result, 

which is also called as Thomas Kuhn’s philosophical term of “methodological 

incommensurability” occurs when ancient Chinese historiographies meet Western 

archaeological theories and methods during contemporary Chinese archaeological research. 

Therefore, in this essay, contemporary Chinese archaeological research and Chinese ancient 

historiography will be the very topics of mine, which will be discussed mainly from the 

perspective of Western philosophy(including archaeological and psychological perspectives). 

1.1 Theory and Method 

As we know, one of traditional agencies of archaeology comes from deeper and more robust 

philosophical tradition, which originates from Marx’s idea of “Praxis” (Renfrew & Bahn 

2005:4). In this essay, I will combine the ideologies of classical German philosophy and the 

20th.century’s American philosophy as my fundamental theoretical framework to do my 

studies, such as to utilize Marxist literary criticism(Eagleton 1976) to do dialectical discourse 

studies on the analysis of Chinese ancient historiographies. Meanwhile to combine selected 

archaeological materials(e.g. artefact and remain) from one of representative Chinese late 

Neolithic sites Taosi  with related four different Chinese historiographies to reveal the 

existence of Hegelianism’s contradiction(Chalybäus 4th. ed.1848) has been embodied in the 

contemporary Chinese archaeological research, by using the methodologies of 

dialectical(discourse analysis) and comparative analysis, eventually to highlight Thomas 

Kuhn’s theory about new paradigm—new puzzle solution(Kuhn 2nd.ed.1970) ought to occur 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinrich_Moritz_Chalyb%C3%A4us
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to the further development of Chinese archaeology. I choose the archaeological site Taosi, 

because where is associated with one of ongoing Chinese national archaeological projects 

“Searching for the Origins of Chinese Civilization in China”; whilst where is interpreted as 

“the Origin of Chinese Civilization in the Central Plain” by its fieldwork director Professor 

He Nu. Moreover, the idea of addressing Thomas Kuhn(1922-1996) and his paradigm theory 

herein, which is honestly suggested by the Swedish archaeologist Postdoctoral Magnus 

Ljunge. Specially, I need to sincerely thank for the detailed and patient guidance from the 

Chinese archaeologist Professor He Nu between 2018 November and 2019 February.  

1.2 Aims 

More specifically, in this essay, my aims/purposes firstly should be to present the 

development of Chinese archaeology to Swedish audiences. Secondly to demonstrate the 

certain type of paradigm that is applied to contemporary Chinese archaeological research, 

using Taosi site as my example. Thirdly, to reveal the Kuhn’s term of “methodological 

incommensurability” that is caused by the historical approach of utilizing different 

historiographies as references thereby creating non-consensus on controversial various 

interpretations/results in the contemporary Chinese archaeological research, by using Taosi as 

the example and my research material again. In order to explicitly reveal and emphasize the 

Hegelian’s contradictory interpretations as the result of utilizing different historiographies as 

references, I will use both discourse analysis and comparative methods to translate and 

interpret four related historiographies, thus to highlight Kuhn’s ideology of the new paradigm 

could make new progress on Chinese archaeological research in the future. Later, at the end of 

my essay, I am going to have two further discussions about why the historiography complex 

has its deep root in Chinese contemporary archaeologists minds, from the psychological 

perspective; meanwhile the second discussion ought to be the outlook on the further 

development of Chinese archaeology, from both archaeological and Western philosophical 

perspectives. 

1.3 Questions 

Following are my questions that can be related to my topics in this essay: 

1). Why do Chinese archaeologists consider excavations in the Central Plain is important?  

2). What kind of paradigm that is applied to the contemporary Chinese archaeological 

research, for example the research in Taosi in the Central Plain? 

3). How is Thomas Kuhn’s term of “methodological incommensurability” that is caused by 

the historical approach embodied in the contemporary Chinese archaeological research, 

exemplifying the research in Taosi? 

Considering my example herein is archaeological site Taosi where is associated with the 

ongoing project of “Searching for the Origin of Chinese civilization in the Central Plain”, and 

as we know to find and determine a certain group of people’s certain culture/civilization, 

undoubtedly, it should become every country’s or every culture’s archaeologists and 

anthropologists responsibilities. Therefore, it is necessary for me to introduce the 

development of Chinese archaeology first. 
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2.The Development of Chinese Archaeology 

The Pre-stage of Chinese archaeology, was 

established in Northern Song dynasty’s 

Epigraphy in 960--1127A.D., which had its root in historiography and antiquities. Then in the 

early twentieth century the modern archaeological fieldwork methods were introduced into 

China by Western scholars whom unnecessarily were archaeologists, such as paleontologists 

E. Lecent and P. Teilhard de Chardin did surveys in the Paleolithic sites in Ningxia province, 

northern Shanxi; anatomists O. Zdansky, D. Black and J.F.Weidenreich did excavations in the 

Homo erectus remains in Zhoukoudian, nearby Beijing; and geologist & paleontologist Johan 

G. Andersson excavated the Neolithic site Yangshao in Henan province(Chen, X 1997; Li, C 

1977). Among all these Western scholars, the Swedish scholar Johan G. Andersson (1874-

1960) undoubtedly was one of the most special ones for Chinese. Actually, the cause of 

Andersson’s excavations in China, may not merely have been driven by scholarly curiosity, 

since Oscar Montelius(1842-1921) wrote to Andersson: “Few words are needed to convince 

us here in Sweden for us to realize of what great importance it would have for our small 

people if Swedish scientists were to be recognized for spreading light over the oldest history 

of the ancient cultural country of China.”(Chen,X & Fiskesjö 2014). Consequently, being 

encouraged by Montelius’s suggestion, Andersson excavated in Yangshao site in 1921 had 

aroused the “birth” of Chinese modern archaeology (Chen, X 2003), because Andersson 

inferred that his excavations in Yangshao could become the proof of the existence of Chinese 

prehistory (Andersson 1932). Hence Andersson was Montelius’s diffusionist, so he used 

Montelius’s typology method to compare the decorations between potteries from Yangshao 

site (figure 1) with the potteries from eastern Mediterranean (figure 2), thereby he presumed 

that the origin of Chinese culture could come from Near East (Andersson 1923:1-

68;1932:351-355; Chen, X & Fiskesjö 2004:104-125). Subsequently, holding the question 

towards Andersson’s hypothesis of cultural diffusion, two Chinese archaeologists Li Ji and 

Yuan Fuli conducted the excavations in Shanxi province, where is located northwest of the 

Yangshao site in 1926. Then the Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica 

excavated in Yinxu(the capital of late Shang dynasty),Anyang, northern Henan province was 

the first Chinese ruling governmental sponsored archaeological project between 1928 and 

Figure 2. Potteries from Eastern Mediterranean (photo is 

retrieved from www.alamy.com) 

 

Figure 1. Potteries were excavated by J.G.Andersson in 

1921 from Yangshao site, Henan province, China( this photo 

was taken by Li Cairong on Aug.24th.2018 in the Museum 

of Far Eastern Antiquities, Stockholm) 
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1937, which had proved the existence of Shang 

dynasty by the excavated 25,000 pieces of oracle 

bones(figure 3) with 1500 single identified 

inscriptions(Cao, D 2001; Li, J 1977). Thereafter, 

from 1949 to 2010, Chinese archaeology was defined 

as the secondary discipline that is within the range of 

history studies, basing on historical materialism, 

studying Chinese history to cope with material 

remains from the past (Xia & Wang 1986:1-3). Then 

from 2011 to now, because of more archaeological 

cooperation between 12 Chinese universities, where 

have archaeology departments, and Harvard 

University, New York university, Washington 

University, etc., the discipline of Chinese 

Archaeology, same as History Department in Harvard 

University, has become one of three major disciplines 

that copes with human’s past within the historical 

scope, however which still differs from archaeology 

as one of subdisciplines within Humanistic studies in 

Europe. Whilst, Chinese archaeology has two aims, which are to discover the evidence for 

reconstructing Chinese national history, to verify the Marxist theoretical framework (Zhang, 

G 1999). Guiding by this definition and its two aims, Chinese archaeology has continuously 

thrived and become one of most rapidly developing field among other Chinese social sciences 

in mainland China. Glyn Daniel commented that “a new awareness of the importance of 

China will be a key development in archaeology in the decades ahead” (Daniel 1981:211), as 

well as Chinese archaeologist Su Bingqi claimed that “the Golden Age of Chinese 

archaeology is arriving” (Su,B 1994:139-40). Correspondingly, the archaeological research 

for the “Three Golden Dynasties—Xia, Shang, Zhou” has highlighted “the Golden Age of 

Chinese archaeology” for 59 years. In a meantime, the national project “Xia-Shang-Zhou 

Chronology” was launched in May 16th.1996 in mainland China (Li, Y 2002), while 

continuously this national project was re-named as “Searching for the Origins of Chinese 

Civilization Project” in 2000 (Wang, W & Zhao 2010; Yuan, J.& Campbell 2008).  

In 1991, the Chinese National Bureau of Cultural Relics released a document on policies for 

Sino-foreign collaborative research in archaeology, with the permission of these policies have 

reopened the door for foreign archaeologists, whom are mainly from Australia, Canada, 

Japan, UK and USA, to work on Chinese soil again, in both international conferences and 

collaborative field research. Those international scholarly communication have enriched 

Chinese archaeological research’s orientations and interpretations by the contributions of 

Western theories and methods. For instance, the flotation method, full-coverage regional 

survey method, geographic information system (GIS), study of settlement patterns, 

interdisciplinary approaches (e.g. zooarchaeology, archaeobotany, environmental 

archaeology), Accelerator Mass Spectrometry dating method, genetic studies, etc. have 

significantly enhanced the contemporary level of Chinese archaeological research. Whereas, 

along with those more internationalized scholarly communication and collaborations, there 

has emerged another interesting phenomenon, which is the joint projects are initiated by 

Western archaeologists primarily focus on Paleolithic and Neolithic sites with their 

Figure 3. Chinese Ancient Characters on the 

Tortoise Shell,18.4x11.1cm, excavated from 

Anyang county, Henan province in 

1929(photo is retrieved from the Institute 

of History and Philology, Academia Sinica, 

Taiwan) 
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surrounding areas cultures; by contrast, the joint projects are launched by oversea Chinese 

Han archaeologists merely focus on the developmental processes of Chinese civilization in 

the Central Plain(Liu L & Chen, X 2001c). Then, according to this second new phenomenon 

that differs from Western archaeologists favour, following I will discuss my first question 

about why the excavations in the Central Plain have enchanted Chinese archaeologists for 

decades.  

 

3.Why do Chinese archaeologists consider excavations in the Central 
Plain is important? 
 

3.1  The Basic Introduction of Chinese Culture 

China is an extremely large country, where occupies the third biggest territorial area in the 

whole world; where has unique customs and traditions of its people vary by geography and 

ethnicity; where is the country with the second largest cultural heritage in the whole world. 

About 1.4 billion people live in China, with representative 56 ethnic minority groups, 

according to the World Bank. Among all these 56 ethnic minority groups, the largest group is 

the Han Chinese with about 900 million people. Other groups include Zhuang, Man, Hui, 

Miao, Weiwuer, Menggu, Yi, Zang, Dong, Yao, Bai, Naxi, Dai, Wa, Qiang, Xibo, Jingbo, 

Bulang, Taojike, Jing, Jinuo, Menba, and so on. The smallest group Luoba with its population 

is merely 2,090 people. 

"Significantly, individuals within communities create their own culture," said Cristina De 

Rossi, an anthropologist at Barnet and Southgate College in London. Chinese cultures include 

religion, food, style, language, marriage, music, morals and many other things that make up 

how a group acts and interacts. There are five official religions in China, which are 

Buddhism, Taoism/Confucianism, Islam, Catholicism, and Protestantism. About languages, 

China has seven major groups of dialects, which are Mandarin(Chinese official language, 

71.5%), Wu(8.5%), Yue(also called Cantonese, 5%), Xiang(4.8%), Min(4.1%), Hakka(3.7%), 

and Gan(2.4%). Meanwhile, Chinese dialects are very different, according to Jerry Norman, a 

former professor of linguistics at the University of Washington and author of "Chinese 

(Cambridge Language Surveys)" (Cambridge University Press, 1988). "Chinese is rather 

more like a language family than a single language made up of a number of regional forms," 

Norman wrote. "The Chinese dialectal complex is in many ways analogous to the Romance 

language family in Europe. To take an extreme example, there is probably as much difference 

between the dialects of Peking [Beijing] and Chaozhou as there is between Italian and 

French."(Zimmermann 2017) 

 

 

 

 

 

https://t.purch.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
https://t.purch.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3.2  The Reason for Chinese archaeologists consider the importance of     

excavations in the Central Plain 

 

Figure 4. The Central Plain in China (map is retrieved from Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of 

the United States of America) 

In 1955 the excavations in the Neolithic site Miaodigou, in Shan county, Henan province had 

evidently proved that the Miaodigou culture was the second phase of Yangshao 

culture(ca.5000-3000B.C.), and it eventually developed into the Longshan culture(ca.3000-

1600B.C.)(C.A.S. 1959). Afterwards, the Yangshao culture was considered as the source of 

Chinese culture that is located in the Shanxi, Shaanxi and Henan provinces, where are 

traditionally nominated as “the Central Plain”(figure 4) whose geographical scope covers 

from the middle Yellow River, the Fen River, to the Wei River Valleys(Wei, X & Li 

2003),where contains Longshao culture that was ultimately established the foundations of 

Chinese civilization(Zhang, G 1999); where is considered to found the earliest undisputed 

states and written system(Underhill 1994). In addition, the traditional historiographies have 

provided the support of that the Central Plain played the core role among other five origins of 

Chinese civilizations in China(Zhang, G 1963,1977). By another word, this core role of 

Central Plain represents the China as a nation with its characteristic as “single entity with 

multiple components”(Fei 1989). Fei argues that the formative processes of China is 

dominated by Han people, by Hua Xia culture. While, the cultural interactions between Hua 

Xia-Han people with other 55 ethnicities should be mutual influence instead of one-way 

diffusion, whose opinion may match Su Bingqi’s hypothesis about “regional cultures and 

multiple origins” as well(Su,B & Yin,W 1981; Zhang, G 1999; Chen, X 2002).  

Despite the multiple-origins hypothesis, and another five origins for Chinese civilizations, 

Chinese archaeologists still conduct excavations in the Central Plain has another unignorable 

reason. As I described in the part 2 herein “the development of Chinese archaeology”, 

Chinese archaeology is one of major disciplines within the study of Chinese history, based on 

the historical materialism, with its purposes of reconstructing China national history, and of 

contributing the better understanding for the Chinese history. While, according to the 

chronology of Chinese history (Table 1), 
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Table 1. The Chronology of Chinese History (translate and made by Li 

Cairong) 

TIME            CHINESE   DYNASITIES   NAMES 

2500—2070 BC Three Sovereigns and the Five Emperors 

    2070---1600 BC Xia Dynasty 

1600---1029 BC Shang Dynasty 

1029---771 BC Western Zhou Dynasty 

       770---221 BC Eastern Zhou Dynasty 

(722-476; 475-221 BC) (Spring and Autumn Period; Warring States Period) 

221---206 BC Qin Dynasty 

ca. 206---9 AD Western Han Dynasty 

9---23 AD Xin Dynasty 

23---25 AD Xuan Han Dynasty 

25---220 AD Eastern Han Dynasty 

220—265/280 AD Three Kingdoms 

265—317 AD Western Jin Dynasty 

317—420 AD Eastern Jin Dynasty 

386/420---589 AD Southern and Northern Dynasties 

589—618 AD Sui Dynasty 

618—907 AD Tang Dynasty 

907---960 AD Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms 

960—1127 AD Northern Song Dynasty 

1127—1279 AD Southern Song Dynasty 

907/916---1125 AD Liao Dynasty 

1115—1234 AD Jin Dynasty   

1038---1227 AD Western Xia 

1271---1368 AD Yuan Dynasty 

1368—1644/1662 AD Ming Dynasty 

1636/1644---1911 AD Qing Dynasty 

1912---1949 AD Republic of China 

1949 AD---Present People’s Republic of China 

 

Xia should be the first dynasty in China. Unlike the Oracle-bones inscriptions from Shang 

dynasty, there has not excavated any written evidences from Xia that is can prove the 

existence of Xia dynasty (Xu, H; Liu, L 2008), therefore the existence of Xia has become an 

unsolved mythology for both Chinese archaeologists and Chinese historians. Meanwhile, 

many ancient historiographies record the same histories about the “Three Dynasties—Xia, 

Shang, Zhou” that supposedly were developed in the middle Yellow River Valley. Nowadays 

this region has renamed as the Central Plain, then searching for those dynasties ancient 

capitals has become the primary goal for modern Chinese archaeology, such as one of 

ongoing national archaeological projects “Searching for the origin of Chinese civilization in 

the Central Plain”. Coincidentally, having led by the historiographical written records, 

Chinese archaeologists have successfully found some early dynasties cities in there, for 

example Xinzhai, Erlitou, Zhengzhou, Taosi, Yanshi, Yinxu, Xiaoshuangqiao, Huaibei, in the 

Central Plain(Liu, L & Xu, H 2007). Thereby, those discoveries have strengthened Chinese 

archaeologists enthusiasm for reconstructing Chinese history. In a meantime, most of Chinese 

scholars have deliberately conducted their archaeological research linking to ancient 

documents. This historiography approach is defined also as the “double-layered evidentiary 

method” has been inseparably from contemporary Chinese archaeological research (Wang, G 
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1994), which also has become one of dominated Chinese archaeological paradigms. 

Consequently, based on various historiographies translations, the numerous interpretations 

have been presented to be able to “identify” the different versions of “the origin of Chinese 

civilization” from different sites in the Central Plain. Just because of the existence of various 

interpretations, many Chinese archaeologists who have participated into this project in the 

Central Plain, would rather insist on their own interpretations than make a common 

agreement, which exactly accounts for the term of “pre-paradigm” period whose characteristic 

as lacking of consensus(Kuhn 1970:187); which also will be the very issue that I will discuss 

it later in my third question herein. 

3.3  Conclusion 

Summarize my answers to my first question is the Central Plain traditionally plays a core role 

of being considered where emerged the first state and the beginning of written language in 

China, where also is considered to represent the origin of Chinese civilization for Hua Xia-

Han ethnic group, along with other 55 ethnic groups where are located outside of the Central 

Plain. Meanwhile, holding the deep belief in the written records from numerous ancient 

various historiographies, and being driven by the enthusiasm for reconstructing Chinese 

national history, thus searching for the origin of Chinese civilization (the capital of Chinese 

first dynasty Xia) in the Central Plain undoubtedly is important for contemporary Chinese 

archaeologists.  

 

4. What kind of paradigm that is applied to the contemporary Chinese 

archaeological research, for example the research in Taosi in the Central 

Plain?  

In order to demonstrate how the 

Chinese archaeological 

paradigm is applied to 

contemporary research, in this 

question, I will use one of late 

Neolithic sites-- Taosi as the 

example. Taosi is one of sites 

where is conducted the national 

project “Searching for the 

Origin of Chinese Civilization 

in the Central Plain”; where is 

also considered to represent the 

origin of Chinese civilization in 

the Central Plain by its 

fieldwork director Professor He 

Nu(figure 5). He Nu has been 

working as the director of 

Taosi’s fieldwork since 2001. 

He is in charge of the project 

“Settlement Research in Taosi”, 
Figure 5. Chinese archaeologist Professor He Nu at Taosi site (photo is 

retrieved from Chinese Academy of Social Sciences) 
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which is also referred to the nowadays project “Rising Chinese Civilization and Formation of 

Early States”. The reasons for me to discuss He Nu’s study in here, firstly is that in He Nu’s 

2018 published thesis, he describes that Gordon Childe’s concept of Urban Revolution: “The 

Town Planning Review”(Childe 1950) is his research theoretical framework. Moreover, after 

having had several times of communication with Professor He Nu between 2018 November 

and December, meanwhile I have read his thesis over and over attentively, due to the 

paradigm that He Nu uses in Taosi, I might have my own comprehension that will be 

indicated in this question’s conclusion part. Then the second reason is Taosi recently has 

become one of most representative sites in the Central Plain, being different from other 

traditional archaeologists, Professor He Nu’s interpretations on Taosi have become one of 

most controversial/debatable topics on both national and international conferences. 

Considering He Nu’s study is largely based on excavations at Taosi site, therefore, I will 

introduce and discuss the paradigm that is applied to He Nu’s research and interpretations 

from three phases of excavations, related archaeological field reports, and his published 

thesis.  

4.1 Taosi Geographical Description 

Chinese late Neolithic(ca.2500—1900 B.C.) archaeological site Taosi (latitude:35 35° 52′ 

55.9″ N; longitude:111° 29′ 54.9″ E; average altitude:573m above the sea level) is located on 

the southeastern Yellow Earth Plateau where consists Taosi village (figure 6. dark blue circle) 

with other six villages (figure 6. yellow names), thus the name of archaeological site Taosi is 

named after Taosi village (He & Xu 2010:86-89)  

 

Figure 6. Cosmological Map of Taosi Urban Planning (map is retrieved from ICOMOS-IAU Thematic Study on 

Astronomical Heritage, with Li Cairong’s addition) 
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4.2 Taosi Archaeological General Description 

The archaeological site Taosi(figure 7) represents the most complex regional center in the 

middle Yellow River Valley, whose distinguishing feature displays as the major center of the 

late Longshan Culture(2500—1900B.C.)(Liu,Li 1996b). Taosi site covers an area of over 

300ha(hectares), 7km northeast to the Xiangfen county, in southern Shanxi province. Whilst, 

Taosi site became one of UNESCO Astronomical Heritages in 2009(Shanghai Archaeology 

Forum 2017). 

Regarding to the written record from the historiography The Spring and Autumn Annals(722-

468B.C.), the capital of Xia dynasty—"Ruin of Xia” should be situated in southern Shanxi 

province(Shanxi Team and Linfen 1980,1983,1986). The Institute of Archaeology of 

CASS(Chinese Academy of Social Sciences) and the Linfen Municipal Center of Cultural 

Relics have been conducting excavations(figure 8) in Taosi site since 1978, with two 

confirmative purposes of searching for the capital of Xia dynasty, and of examining the 

 

Figure 8. Excavations in Taosi (photos are retrieved from Chinese Academy of Social Sciences) 

Figure 7. Taosi site Overview(photo is retrieved from Chinese Academy of Social Sciences) 
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formation of early states in the Central Plain. With the help of methods radiocarbon dating 14C 

and ceramic typology, Taosi site is divided into three chronological periods: the Early 

period(ca.2300—2100B.C.), the Middle period(ca.2100—2000B.C.), and the Late 

period(ca.2000—1900B.C.). Based on 37-year-excavations(1978--2015) on Taosi site, the 

current fieldwork director Professor He Nu interprets that the settlement pattern in Taosi site 

could indicate that Taosi ever functioned as a capital in its Early period, reached its peak 

development in the Middle period, then it had lost its capital function because of wars in its 

Late period(He 2013a:255-277). 

Referring to the excavations field reports, archaeological surveys and excavated artefacts, 

meanwhile combining with historiographies studies, Professor He Nu interprets Taosi as “the 

Origin of Chinese civilization in the Central Plain” mainly from the studies both on the 

settlement patterns from Taosi’s three different chronological periods, and on the 

historiographies translations. Thereby Prof. He Nu acknowledges that Taosi site may become 

a good example for the a monarchic capital and the first urban center in the Yellow River 

Valley(He 2018). Following I will demonstrate He Nu’s interpretations from the development 

of Taosi’s three different periods, and different translations from different historiographies.   

4.2.1 Taosi Early Period (ca.2300—2100B.C.) 

In the Taosi’s Early period, local authorities organized the urban settlement with the 

construction of one palace district, one moat, one royal cemetery, an altar in the north, two 

residential areas for local inhabitants, and a dedicated storage area(figure 9). The whole 

Figure 9. The Urban settlement of Taosi Site's Early period (map is retrieved from He, Nu 2018) 
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construction seemed to be accomplished within a short time. Firstly, the palace district was 

enclosed by a dry rectangular moat that covered nearly 13 

hectares as the defense in the southeast direction (Shanxi 

Team et al.,2015b:64-66). Then, In the late time, the moat 

was filled up with rammed-earth, along with the moat, the 

wall was built up to connect with the outer enclosure so 

that could protect the lower elite’s residential district. 

Deliberately, the palatial enclosure was combined with the 

outer enclosure, which formed the core of the urban 

settlement where covered about 20  hectares with a shape 

of “日”(means sun). Whilst, the palace was surrounded 

from both north and southeast directions by two 

inhabitants residential districts just outside of its enclosure 

(He 2018). The royal cemetery was located in the south of 

the palatial zone(page 11. figure 9), where covered an area 

nearly 4 hectares with 10,000 burials that are dated from 

Early period to Late period. Archaeologists excavated 

total 1379 burials within the scope of this cemetery, 

including six royal burials where were consisted with 

more than 100 grave artefacts, such as painted dragon 

pottery pan-plates that I will discuss later in my third 

question, painted ritual pottery vessels(figure 10), painted 

lacquer vessels, jade axes, large kitchen knives, etc. Furtherly, except other 1000 small 

burials, archaeologists also excavated 10 elite’s burials where contained more than 10 

mortuary artefacts, for example painted ceramics and musical instruments (stone chimes, 

ceramic drums, etc.)(Archaeology Institute and Linfen 2015II:391-530).  

The significant phenomenon of inhabitant’s residential hierarchy can be identified from their 

residential size’s differences. For instance, most of humble people lived in cave dwellings 

with single rooms about 25m2; majorities lived in the semi-subterranean houses with single 

rooms with about 25m2; lower ranked elites lived in the ground level houses or semi-

subterranean apartments with double rooms around 50m2 on the rammed-earth foundations. 

While, the monarchs resided in palace where was built on platformed thick rammed-earth 

foundations with several thousand square meters. These differences reveal that the residential 

spaces may symbolize the different social ranks among Taosi inhabitants. In addition, this 

social ranks differences also were expressed by the different residential areas inside of Taosi 

urban settlement. For example, monarchs occupied the well maintained 14 hectares area with 

the palace enclosure surrounding it, far away from craft manufacture place; the lower ranked 

elites inhabited 6 hectares area, where is 300-500 meters away from the palace enclosure, 

surrounded by an outer enclosure; then the common inhabitants residences are located 1km 

away from the palace enclosure, with trash dumps and grain storage pits nearby. Professor He 

Nu interprets this residential phenomenon as the structure of Taosi settlement pattern was 

established by the principle of social stratification, which was embodied more obvious on 

Taosi inhabitants living world than its inhabitants afterlives(He 2018).  

From the description above, we can clearly comprehend that the differences from both the 

structure of settlement and excavated different burials artefacts may indicate that the Early 

Figure 10. The painted ritual pottery 

vessel from Taosi Early period, 

19.3x21.0cm, ca.2282--2082B.C.(photo 

is retrieved from Chinese Academy of 

Social Sciences) 
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period of Taosi (ca.2300—2100B.C.), as an incipient city state, had already had the 

significant different social hierarchical statuses (Shanghai Archaeology Forum 2017).  

During this early period’s research, obviously Professor He Nu is investigating the complex 

of Taosi where has rich and complex archaeological records. Meanwhile, He devotes himself 

into the study of local social changes, such as the hierarchy and central authority that were 

reflected on both settlement’s structure and burials artefacts.  

 

4.2.2 Taosi Middle Period (ca. 2100--2000B.C.) 

In the Middle period, the palatial enclosure, the storage area, and the altar from the Early 

period were continuously utilized. Whereas, the structure of urban settlement was 

modified(Shanxi Team et al.,2013:60). Meanwhile, the new large constructed enclosure was 

built up to replace the outer enclosure for the lower elite’s residence from the Early period. 

Thus this new large enclosure and the original palatial enclosure constituted the double 

enclosures that defended the palatial area(figure 11), whose structure was a common 

characteristic for the Chinese capitals during the early Bronze Age. Additionally, the size of 

entire urban settlement during the Middle period was extended up to over 280 hectares, with 

three functional divisions: the outer enclosure in the southeast as the core area, the craft 

manufacture for the ceramics in the southern corner enclosure, and the inhabitants residential 

area in the northwestern area(figure 11)(He 2009b; He 2013a). In 2002, archaeologists 

conducted excavations on the biggest royal burial IIM22(figure 11.red circle) that is located 

Figure 11. The urban settlement of Taosi Site's Middle Period (map is retrieved from Yan, Z & He,N 2005. 

With Li Cairong’s addition).  
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in the southern 

end of the royal 

cemetery, the size 

of IIM22(figure 

12) was 

5.0x3.7x7.0m, 

with excavated 78 

artefacts that 

included elegant 

jade crafts (figure 

13), painted 

ceramics, as well 

as several 

incredible 

lacquered vessels. 

Based on the size 

of IIM22 and its 

fabulous grave 

goods, Professor He Nu assumes that IIM22 could be the supreme monarchic mausoleum in 

Taosi Middle period, although it had the trace of being destroyed in the Taosi Late period (He 

2013a:266-267; Shanxi 

Team of Archaeology 

Institute of CASS et 

al.,2003:3-6). Despite the 

Middle period enlarged 

structure of urban 

settlement with double 

enclosures, Taosi was 

even constructed with an 

astronomical observatory 

IIFJT1 (page 13. figure 

11. blue circle),that 

makes site Taosi unique. 

IIFJT1 is situated inside 

of the southeastern new 

constructed large 

enclosure, with the 

rammed-earth blocks as 

its foundation. The 

formation of whole 

observatory is an arc-

shaped platform with its 

size reaches to 1740 m2 

(figure 14) (Shanxi Team 

et al., 2004, 2005b, 2007; 

He, 2013a: 267–268). The structure of IIH24(figure 14) was a pond that is dated to the Taosi 

Figure 14. Taosi Middle period Observatory (map is made by Xie, X in 2007) 

 

Figure 12. Royal Burial IIM22 from Taosi Middle 

period(photo is retrieved from Chinanews.com) 

 

Figure 13. Jade Facial Formed 

Craft from the Royal Burial 

IIM22, 3.5X6.4cm, ca.2082--

1982B.C.(photo Is retrieved 

from Chinese Academy of Social 

Sciences) 
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Late period, with its function as the Sunrise Greeting Gate, according to He Nu’s 

interpretation. Why does Professor He Nu interpret such? Because He refers to the Chinese 

traditional culture, he considers IIH24 was a ceremonial center Altar for Heaven where 

involved in Chinese traditional belief in sun, fire and heat, and those elements means 

Yang(positive energy) in the idea of Chinese dualism philosophy; however, the pond IIH24 

with poured water in means Yin(negative energy), with its effort of neutralizing Yang(易

经,Book of Changes,1029-771B.C). He Nu indicates that the similar structures named as Ling 

Tai(灵台,Spiritucal Platform), where was believed as the foundation for the astronomical 

equipment, had the similar functions as IIH24 in Taosi were found in the southern of Luoyang 

as well, where was the capital city from Eastern Han to Western Jin dynasities(25—

317A.D.)(Luoyang Team 1978:54-60).  

Furthermore, standing on the observation point(page 13. figure 11), archaeologists observed 

sunrise through the gaps between rammed-earth pillars D1-D13(page 14. figure 14), 

combining with astronomical calculations(Wu; Chen; Liu 2009:1-8), thus having calculated 

that Taosi astronomers divided one solar year into 20 terms including summer, winter 

solstices and spring, autumn equinoxes(Shanxi Team 2006:3-14). Based on these astronomic 

observations, Professor He Nu interprets that Taosi monarch and elites had held ritual power 

on astronomical knowledge to determine calendar, thereby to schedule their agricultural 

activities for the Neolithic farming societies in 4100 years ago, which has been indicated that 

Taosi observatory IIFJT1 could be the world oldest observatory(He 2007), and this part of He 

Nu’s interpretation has gotten strong support from astronomers(Liu, C 2009). Moreover, 

referring to the historiography Shangshu-yaodian(尚书--尧典,Book of Documents-Book of 

Yao,ca.268-178B.C.), He Nu made his own interpretation about that in order to organize and 

manage agriculture properly, Yao was the first king in Chinese history to have utilized 

observatory to make a calendar. Thus, He Nu comprehends that the observatory IIFJT1 may 

reveal that Taosi could be the King Yao’s capital Pingyang in the Central Plain. Nevertheless, 

this part of He’s interpretation is quite different from some Chinese archaeologists 

interpretations about that Taosi ought to be the capital of Xia dynasty that was founded by the 

King Yu. Due to this interpretation on observatory that was made by Yao’s people, I will 

discuss again in my third question. 

In this middle period’s research, Professor He Nu continues to study the change of settlement 

pattern, the ritual and local economy in Taosi. Meanwhile combining with methods of 

comparative method, excavations studies, settlement studies, the knowledge of Chinese 

traditional culture, Chinese dualism philosophy, archaeoastronomical observation and 

Chinese historiography’s study. Eventually, Professor presumes that Taosi could be the 

capital of Yao where was owned by King Yao.  

4.2.3 Taosi Late Period(ca.2000--1900B.C.) 

The excavations on Taosi Late period hasn’t fully completed yet. However, one discovery that 

was taken place in November 14th.1984 has provided another evidence to He Nu’s same 

interpretation again. In 1984, two Chinese archaeologists Gao Tianlin and Li Jianmin 
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excavated one flat flask with three single red inscriptions(figure 15) that were written by 

 

Figure 15. Flat pot with three red inscriptions, 27.7x18.9cm, from the residence  

H3403,Taosi Late period(photo is retrieved from Chinese Academy of Social Sciences)  

Chinese traditional writing brush from Taosi site’s residence H3403. By studying these three 

single written inscriptions, Professor He Nu once again has claimed that Taosi could represent 

the King Yao’s capital Pingyang in the Central Plain, because these three inscriptions could 

mean“文”(wen) and “尧”(yao)(He,N; Gao,J; Wang,X. 2017). Undoubtedly, He Nu’s 

interpretation on these three inscriptions has surprised most of Chinese archaeologists once 

more. 

Furtherly, based on part of archaeological surveys, which have indicated that Taosi palaces 

and large royal burials had been destructed violently. Besides, the completed archaeological 

surveys also have displayed that the palace enclosure, palace buildings and the altar were 

reconstructed later. According to these surveys, He Nu interprets that the Late period Taosi 

once a while was destroyed, whereas its reconstruction might suggest that the local political 

restoration was taken place after the collapse(He 2015b:158-171).  Meanwhile, considering 

the violent degree of sabotage that had done upon those large royal burials, He Nu assumes 

that Taiso ought to be invaded by its enemies during its Late period(He 2015a:234-261).  

In this late period’s research, He Nu uses methods of excavated artefact’s studies(inscriptions 

study) and archaeological surveys. 

 

4.3 Conclusion 

In Professor He Nu’s published 2018 thesis Taosi:An archaeological example of urbanization 

as a political center in prehistoric China(Archaeological Research in Asia 14(June 2018):20-

32), he describes that he refers to Gordon Childe’s concept of Urban Revolution: “The Town 

Planning Review” (Childe 1950) as his research theoretical framework to do the research 

about the ‘social complexity and the state formation’ in Taosi, using a set of methods 

combinations to assist his research, which includes excavations field reports, radiocarbon 

dating method, ceramic typology, archaeological surveys, excavated artefacts studies, 

archaeoastronomical observations, Chinese traditional culture, Chinese dualism philosophy, 

and historiographies translations. With the help of methods combinations, Professor He Nu 

concludes that Taosi could represent the King Yao’s capital—Pingyang, the origin of Chinese 
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civilization in the Central Plain. Because Taosi was the incipient city state with its 

characteristics as the deliberate structure of urban settlement pattern to demonstrate the 

significant different social hierarchical statuses; the world oldest observatory that could make 

the calendar to contribute Yao people’s farming activities; and an excavated flat flask with 

three single red inscriptions may imply that Taosi could be the capital for the King Yao and 

Yao’s descendants.  

Furtherly, after I have had several times of communication with Professor He Nu between 

2018 November and December, meanwhile having carefully read through He Nu’s 2018 

published thesis over and over, I might have my own comprehension about the more precise 

paradigm that Professor He actually utilizes in Taosi. Within the study of processual 

archaeology, the American anthropological archaeologists, for instance Joyce Marcus and 

Kent Flannery, are particularly interested in studying the complex of societies, such as Maya, 

Moche and Inca where have rich and complex archaeological records. In the meantime, those 

processual archaeologists more focus on the interactions between economic(agriculture), 

social(ritual activities) and political( hierarchy, central authority), which all are important 

components for the formation of civilization and state, and this kind of full-ranged study on 

humans and their societies are practically belongs to the holistic approach(Flannery 1972; 

Marcus & Flannery 1996). The holistic approach specially conducts studies on detailed 

references and information from related ethnohistory and ethnography, then furtherly to 

investigate a certain group of people’s/civilization’s ritual practices, beliefs and ideology. 

Moreover, religion and ritual are the strong evidences for the cultural continuity, ethnic 

identity and its language(Marcus 1992), which may precisely account for the purpose of 

Professor He Nu’s project “Searching for the Origin of Chinese Civilization in the Central 

Plain”. Whilst, “the holistic archaeology also offers a clear methodology—contextual 

archaeology to study archaeological remains”(Renfrew & Bahn 2005:107). For instance to 

analyze from household to community to region and to cover topics ranging from agriculture 

to ritual(Flannery 1976:333-345), which may exactly correspond He Nu’s research on 

objects/remains from Taosi’s three periods. Therefore, based on my discussion about holistic 

archaeology, then compare with Professor He Nu’s research, consequently I may identify that 

in the research Taosi, the paradigm that He Nu applies to his research, precisely should be 

using the holistic archaeology as the theoretical basis. Then according to the principle of 

theory and method are inseparable, herein Professor He Nu uses the methodologies of 

contextual archaeology and the “double-layered evidentiary method”(to combine materials 

with historiography). Furtherly, I am even able to identify that Professor He Nu is a historic 

contextual Chinese special archaeologist whom has been influenced by American 

anthropological theories and methods, with the study within the range of processual 

archaeology. 

5. How is Thomas Kuhn’s term of “methodological incommensurability” 

that is caused by the historical approach embodied in the contemporary 

Chinese archaeological research, exemplifying the research in Taosi? 

According to Kuhn’s paradigm theory(Kuhn 2nd.ed.1970), normal science is a sort of “puzzle-

solving”, or “puzzle-solution”. However, different scientists, for example different 

archaeologists, are working under different paradigms(for instance, different archaeological 

approaches), may not agree on which problem a candidate paradigm should solve(Kuhn 
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1962/1970a:148), which furtherly reveals that the choices of theory(either puzzle-solutions or 

potential paradigm theories) are not fixed,  thereby the scientists whom are working on the 

same disciplinary matrix must not agree on their evaluation of theory(Kuhn 1962/1970a:200), 

whereby to create uncertain diverse results. And this interesting phenomenon can be 

explained by the philosophical term of “methodological incommensurability”, based on the 

American philosopher Thomas Kuhn’s finding in his thesis The Structure of Scientific 

Revolutions (Kuhn 2nd.ed.1970). Furtherly, the different results mostly cannot be explained 

within a dominated paradigm, which means no one can easily make a common agreement, 

Then, due to my topic Taosi’s research, the term of “methodological incommensurability” 

here is mostly caused by the historical approach with its characteristic as using different 

historiographies as references in the contemporary Chinese archaeological research. 

Reasonably, in order to explicitly reveal the paradigm crisis that is caused by the 

incommensurability methodology, I will deliberately use the historical approach as well, 

guiding by the framework of Marxist literary criticism(Eagleton 1976) to do dialectical 

discourse studies on analyzing and interpreting several chosen historiographies that can relate 

to Professor He Nu’s excavated archaeological material and remain from Taosi, resultantly to 

exemplify how many hypothetical alternative Hegelians contradictory interpretations/results 

can confront with that may differ from Professor He Nu’s interpretations/results. 

5.1 The Interpretations on the Painted Dragon Pottery Pan-plate from 

Taosi Early period 

At Taosi Early period (ca.2300-

2100B.C,), archaeologists excavated 

total six painted dragon pottery pan-

plates(figure 16) from six big royal 

burials. I will utilize one chosen related 

historiography that so far has not been 

utilized by any archaeologists to apply 

to the interpretation on those artefacts, 

despite the truth of that many Chinese 

archaeologists have interpreted the 

symbols for Xia’s descendants merely 

through comparing Taosi’s dragon pan-

plates with similar dragon plates from 

other archaeological sites. Following is 

the historiography that I deliberately 

choose to contribute to my 

interpretation on the dragon pan-plate: 

“…尧禅天下，虞舜受之，作为食器，斩山

木而财子，削锯修其迹，流漆墨其上，输

之于宫以为食器。诸候以为益侈，国之不

服者十三。舜禅天下而传之于禹，禹作为

祭器，墨染其外，而朱画书其内，缦帛为茵，将席颇缘，触酌有采，而樽俎有饰。此弥侈矣，而国

之不服者三十三…”     -------韩非子.十过:第十(约公元前 280 至 233 年) 

Figure 16. A painted dragon pottery pan-plate, 

37x15x9.0cm, ca.2282-2082 B.C., from Burial No.3072, 

Taosi Early period (photo is retrieved from Chinese 

Academy of Social Sciences) 
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“…King Yao gave his kingdom to Shun, Shun accepted Yao’s arrangement. Then during 

King Shun’s reign, Shun’s people cut trees to make wooden food implements that were 

painted by black colours, then those wooden black coloured food implements were delivered 

into King Shun’s Palace. However, thirteen aristocracies considered that King Shun’s life was 

too luxurious because of using those wooden black coloured food implements. Later, King 

Shun gave his throne and his kingdom to Yu. King Yu organized the ceremony to worship 

Heaven, and Yu’s people made ritual implements with the black colour painted outside, and 

with the red coloured drawings inside. Meanwhile, in order to serve Yu well, Yu’s people 

used plain thin silk to make carriage cushions; used twill lace to decorate mats, painted cups 

and spoons with colours; even decorated drinking implements. Compared with King Shun’s 

life, King Yu’s life was even more luxurious, because of this, thirty three aristocracies 

disobeyed King Yu’s reign…”----Han Fei-Ten Errors: chapter 10 (ca.280-233 B.C.) 

(translated by Li Cairong) 

Meanwhile, according to the written record from the historian Si Maqian’s Records of 

Historian(史记, Shiji, ca.104-90 B.C.), Yao reigned seventy years, Shun reigned thirty nine 

years, and Yu reigned ten years. Then I compare these three kings reigned durations with 

Taosi three periods, in a meantime referring to the duration of Xia dynasty and the dating of 

painted dragon pottery pan-plate (table 2) 

Table 2. The comparison among: reigned durations of Yao, Shun, Yu; Taosi 

three periods; Xia dynasty duration; and the dating of painted dragon 

pottery pan-plate (made by Li Cairong) 

Name  Reigned Duration Taosi Three 

Periods 

Xia Dynasty 

Duration 

Dating of The Painted 

Dragon Pottery Pan-

Plate 

King Yao ca.2179---2109 B.C. 
I: ca.2300-2100B.C.  ca.2282--2082 B.C. 

King Shun ca.2109---2070 B.C. 

King Yu ca.2070---2060 B.C. II: ca.2100-2000B.C. 
ca.2070--1600 B.C.  

  III: ca.2000-1900B.C. 

 

From the table 2. above, we may easily calculate and analyze three possible hypothetical 

alternatives:  

1). According to the dating of painted dragon pottery pan-plate, meanwhile considering Yao’s 

and Shun’s reigned durations, then this painted pan-plate could be made by either Yao’s 

people or Shun’s people, which merely can partly support Professor He Nu’s interpretation 

about that Taosi could be the capital Pingyang for the King Yao.  

2). If we take the written record from the historiography “Han Fei-Ten Errors” for granted, 

meanwhile totally ignoring the plate’s dating, then the interpretation could be Yu’s people 

were the first people whom had made this painted dragon pottery pan-plate, which may match 

the majorities interpretations about that Taosi could represent the capital of Xia dynasty in the 

Central Plain 
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3). According to my calculation from the table 2, the time gap between Yao’s reigned 

duration and Yu’s reigned duration is 109 years; then the time gap between Shun’s reigned 

duration and Yu’s reigned duration is 39 years. Thus I may infer that the painted dragon 

pottery pan-plate could possibly first time be made by Shun’s people. However, this inference 

of mine will not match the description from “Han Fei-Ten Errors” is that Yu’s people were 

the first people whom had made the painted dragon pan-plate. Consequently, this kind of 

inference of mine will support neither majorities nor Professor He Nu’s interpretation.  

Summarize my calculation and analysis above, we will be able to conclude that there possibly 

exist three hypothetical alternatives, they are: 1).Taosi was owned by either King Yao or King 

Shun; 2).Taosi could represent the capital of Xia dynasty in the Central Plain; 3). the 

ownership of Taosi is uncertain and unknown. Nevertheless, none of those three hypothetical 

alternatives can make a consensus, although all of them differ from He Nu’s interpretation. 

5.2 The Interpretations on the Observatory IIFJT1 from Taosi Middle 

period 

On the study of Taosi Middle period(ca.2100-2000 B.C.), Professor He Nu used the 

historiography Shangshu-yaodian(尚书--尧典,Book of Documents-Book of Yao,ca.268-

178B.C.) to interpret the function of observatory IIFJT1, which is Yao was the first king to 

utilize the observatory to make calendar to contribute agricultural activities. The original 

description is: 

”…乃命羲和，钦若昊天，历象日月星辰，敬授人时…帝曰:“咨！汝羲暨和。期三百有六旬有六日，

以闰月定四时，成岁。允厘百工，庶绩咸熙…”----尚书.尧典:第一(约公元前 268 至 178 年) 

“…King Yao instructed two brothers-Xi Zhong, Xi Shu from the family Xi, and two brothers-

He Zhong, He Shu from the family He, to follow the number of days cautiously, to estimate 

the rule of the operation of the sun, the moon and stars. Furtherly to formulate the calendar 

firstly, then cautiously tell people about the duration of day and night…King said: “Excellent! 

Xi and He. The whole circle is three hundred sixty-six days. Then it is necessary to use the 

method of adding one leap month to determine four seasons of spring, summer, autumn and 

winter, which can be one whole year. King Yao governed his kingdom through consulting 

national affairs with his royal court officers, thereby his kingdom became prosperous…”---

Book of Documents-Book of Yao: chapter 1.(ca.268-178 B.C.) (translated by Li Cairong). 

Having referred to the description from the historiography “Book of Documents-Book of 

Yao”(written by Fu Sheng), reasonably He Nu inferred that the observatory IIFJT1 and 

Chinese calendar were firstly initiated by Yao people.  

Following, let me display another historiography that can relate to the same content as well: 

”颜渊问为邦。子曰：“行夏之时，乘殷之辂，服周之冕，乐则韶舞。放郑声，远侫人。郑声淫，侫

人殆。”---论语.卫灵公篇:十一（约公元前 534 至 493 年） 

“Yan Yuan asked one question about how to govern a kingdom. Kong Zi said: “To use Xia’s 

calendar to manage agricultural activities; to drive Shang’s carriage to do transportations; to 

wear Zhou’s clothes and Zhou’s hat; to play Shun’s music; to abandon Zheng’s music; to stay 

away from eloquent people. Because the music from Zheng was immodest, and eloquent 
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people are too dangerous.”---The Analects: King Wei Linggong: chapter 11 (ca. 534—493 

B.C.) (translated by Li Cairong) 

From the historiography The Analects that I chose above, we may clearly notice that Xia 

people was the initial people whom had initiated calendar to govern their farming works. 

Whilst, from the description of philosopher Kong Zi’s, the more information that we may 

receive are the Chinese history chronology should be Xia→Shang→Zhou; Shun’s people 

were good at playing music; Zhou’s dressing style was decent, etc. Most importantly, Kong 

Zi’s books have revealed how the Chinese traditional cultures has been succeeded by different 

generations.    

Well, Comparing the historiography “The Analects: King Wei Linggong” with the 

historiography “Book of Documents-Book of Yao”, we are able to identify that both of these 

historiographies recorded the same topic—calendar. Whereas, one significant difference 

between them is the initiator of Chinese first calendar, could be either Yao people or Xia 

people. Therefore, based on historiographical reference, both mine and Professor He Nu’s 

interpretations are uncertain and contradictory. So consequently, the initiator of Chinese first 

calendar is still unknown.  

5.3 Conclusion 

In this question, in order to reveal methodological incommensurability is caused by different 

historiographies as references during the Chinese archaeological research, I choose four 

different historiographies that are associated with He Nu’s Taosi interpretations. Through the 

methods of translation, calculation and comparison, meanwhile combining with discourse 

analysis, eventually I got my conclusion is that unlike Professor He Nu’s interpretations, the 

historical approach can provide various versions of interpretations upon the same subject, 

which may indicate that the paradigm here--“double-layered evidentiary method”(to combine 

archaeological materials with historiography) has entirely invalid, non-consensus on various 

results has emerged. Additionally, none of those interpretations that have been exemplified in 

this question can contribute a certain, determined, positive effect on Taosi’s 

identity/ownership, which means the identity/ownership of Taosi still is an unsolved 

mysterious open case, which also can furtherly emphasize again the certain type of paradigm 

of materials + historiography that are applied to the contemporary Chinese archaeological 

research is undoubtedly extremely controversial, and this kind of accumulated paradigm crisis 

could eventually require a new better paradigm, a new “puzzle-solution” that can contribute to 

Chinese archaeology in the future, although we can at the same time acknowledge that we are 

able to comprehend material cultures (such as politics, economy, religions, art, rituals, etc. 

from the past) better with the confirmative positive contribution of historiography. 

 

6. Discussion 

6.1 Historiography Complex 

“Sometimes you have to go way back in order to find the starting point, to write something that indicates 

how powerful these prior beliefs were and why they ran into trouble.”         

Thomas Kuhn. The Road Since Structure. Chicago. 2000 
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From the demonstration of my third question, I have intentionally revealed how the 

historiography complex can affect contemporary Chinese archaeological research. 

Considering the word “affect”, then reasonably it is necessary for me to discuss the word 

“cause” as well. Following, I will merely roughly discuss and analyze the cause of 

“historiography complex” from the psychological perspective. 

Mentioning the term of “complex”, it should never be separated from the Swiss psychoanalyst 

Carl Jung(1875-1961), whose definition on “complex” is a personal unconscious, a core 

pattern of emotions, memories, perceptions, and wishes that are organized around a common 

theme(Shultz,D & Shultz,S 2009). Moreover, like Sigmund Freud(1856-1939)’s definition on 

“personal unconsciousness”, Jung also addresses that a personal complex though is a 

collection of thoughts, feelings, attitudes, and memories that focus on a single concept(Jung 

1933). Except for personal complex, unlike Freud, Jung even dedicated his research on the 

development of collective/transpersonal unconsciousness, whose theory is the collective 

unconsciousness means one person’s unconsciousness shared with other members of the 

human species comprising latent memories from our ancestral and evolutionary past(Jung 

1953). Obviously, if I take “historiography complex” as a certain “behavior” that has emerged 

during the contemporary Chinese archaeological research, then I may be able to furtherly 

infer that this historiographical utilization should be the result of collective unconsciousness, 

that is also called as “ancestral memories and images archetypes”(Jung 1947). This part of 

process model can be simply demonstrated as below: 

Model 1. The first part of process model (made by Li Cairong): 

 

 

 

Then, Jung furtherly points out that the human mind has innate characteristics “imprinted” on 

it as a result of evolution. While, taking the term of “imprinted”, then it should never neglect 

the remarkable contribution from the Austrian zoologist Konrad Z. Lorenz(1903-1989), 

whom re-discovered the principle of “imprinting” by studying on animals instinctive 

behaviour in 1935, e.g. greylag geese and jackdaws; whom also won the shared Nobel Prize 

in Physiology with another two ethologists in 1973. Lorenz acknowledges that imprinting 

must occur when the object is very young, as the “innate releasing mechanism” that can affect 

the object’s behaviour in future, meanwhile with its value for the survival of species(Lorenz 

1937). Besides, imprinting as an marvelous phenomenon, is a result from both genetic and 

environmental influences, which can provide a better understanding on how “imprinting” 

effects human being’s development(Horn 1985). Additionally, according to Bandura’s Social 

Cognitive Theory(SCT), human beings behavior is an action of the process of observational 

learning from its surrounding environment(Bandura 1977,1986). For example, in society, 

Children learn and encode behaviours from their surrounding influential models, such as 

parents, friends, and teachers in schools. Then in a later time, after a long-termed observation, 

children ought to have their own abilities to imitate the behaviour from their surrounding 

models. Consequently, grown up children—adults confirm and reinforce their identities in 

society through the behaviours/actions of repeating imitations from their surrounding 

environment(Bandura 1986). 
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Regarding to the case of Chinese historiography complex, how to utilize Lorenz’s study and 

Bandura’s theory to account for it? Generally, except the modern Chinese language and 

English, every Chinese student, included myself, also needs to study how to read, translate 

and write Chinese ancient historiographies since age 10 in primary schools, 5 days per week, 

until age 18 in high schools, which means every Chinese needs to study Chinese ancient 

historiographies at least 8 years during the compulsory education. And this process of 

learning unnecessarily merely takes place in schools, it may learn from TV programs, from 

parents, from museums, and even descriptions from every Chinese tourist attraction. 

Whereby, the learning of historiography can throughout every Chinese citizen’s whole life, 

which also will largely depend on whether the individual wants to pay attention to it or not. 

Eventually, when Chinese encounters with any ancient materials, automatically the 

historiographies appear in their brains, which phenomenon occurs to me as well. For instance, 

when I discussed and analyzed the third question of mine herein, same as most of Chinese 

archaeologists, I instinctively asked myself what kind of historiography can I use, due to my 

question? And how many historiographies can relate to my question? Taking myself as an 

example, then I will be able to understand better why to utilize historiography has become a 

reasonable common phenomenon during the contemporary Chinese archaeological research. 

In order to demonstrate my analysis above more explicitly, I will combine the first part of 

process with this part of process. 

Model 2. The whole process model will be illustrated as below(made by Li 

Cairong): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.2 Outlook on the further development of Chinese archaeology 

“…den kinesiska folkkaraktären som ett allt dominerande drag präglas av godmodig samhällelighet, och 

han nämner som rättesnören för individens liv Konfucii fem grundprinciper: lojalitet from undersåtens sida, 

pietet från sonens, lydnad från hustruns, vördnad från den yngres och trofasthet från vännens sida…Alla 

andra bärare av tidiga kulturer: härskarna i palatsen på Kreta, paramidbyggarna i Egypten och kilskriftens 

folk,alla äro de längesedan döda. I ensam storhet står kineserna kvar som direkta arvingar till den skrift, 

den filosofi och den konst,som deras fäder formade redan under bronsåldern…” 

J.G.Andersson. Kina Genom Tidsåldrarna. Stockholm.1959:150 
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Within the study of Historical archaeology, normally means the study is merely focusing on 

some specific areas/periods where have rich written records/literary, such as Egyptology, 

ancient China, biblical or classical archaeology. And within the scope of Historical 

archaeological research, the literary however plays the key role which means unlike the 

archaeologists whom cope with prehistory’s research, the archaeologists whom devote 

themselves to the historical archaeological research unnecessarily need archaeology theory, 

because written texts can become an independent basis for interpretations(Renfrew & Bahn 

2015:103-105), which is precisely the approach that I have displayed in my third question’s 

analysis. Then let’s turn to the Chinese research on the civilization’s origins, objectively, 

historiography as one of valuable cultural heritages in my country, has its own undeniable 

unique advantage to help Chinese archaeologists to understand material cultures better, 

although the historiography complex has affected contemporary Chinese archaeological 

research evidently. Then how to conquer or decrease the disadvantage of historiography 

complex? Let me take Taosi as an example again. Professor He Nu doesn’t simply merely use 

the historical archaeology as his research’s outline, additionally, he refers to the American 

anthropological ideology of studying ethnohistory and ethnography to contribute Chinese 

traditional historical approach, meanwhile he pays his attention to study the formation of 

Taosi’s complex, which has revealed that Professor He Nu has been using the processual 

archaeological tendency of holistic archeology as his theoretical basis to study the formations 

of civilization and state in the Central Plain. Therefore, theoretically, Professor He Nu’s 

interpretations/result should be supposedly perfect and determined. Whereas, the real problem 

emerges when both He Nu and I start to use different ancient Chinese historiographies as 

references to interpret the same materials(e.g. artefact and archaeological remain), then the 

results become uncertain diverse, this phenomenon can be explained by the term of 

“methodological incommensurability”, according to the American philosopher Thomas 

Kuhn’s finding in his thesis The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Kuhn 2nd.ed.1970). Kuhn 

claims that proponents of paradigms may not agree on which problem a candidate paradigm 

should solve(Kuhn 1962/1970a:148), which furtherly reveals that the choices of theory(either 

puzzle-solutions or potential paradigm theories) are not fixed, the scientists whom are 

working on the same disciplinary matrix must not agree on their evaluation of theory(Kuhn 

1962/1970a:200). 

Objectively, historiography undoubtably has created a new crisis—the incommensurability of 

methodology, which perhaps would create dozens of new puzzles later among different 

contemporary Chinese archaeological researches. Thereupon, in order to solve a new specific 

puzzle, it should be necessary for contemporary Chinese archaeologists to find new solutions 

or the new commensurability of methodology that can apply to further scientific puzzle-

solving activities. Meanwhile, the development of sciences is the non-stop creations of new 

theories and new methods, which also is the continuous processes of German philosopher 

Johann Fichte’s ideology of “thesis-antithesis-synthesis”(Breazeale 1993), therefore, to create 

and find new theories and new methods will be a long-term challenge for Chinese 

archaeologists. Nevertheless, for the universal archaeological research, no matter which 

country’s archaeology, the core of research subjects should always be human’s past, human’s 

activities from past, and human’s surrounding environments from past, whereby, the research 

of archaeology should require to use both methods of positivism and hermeneutics. And 

hermeneutics or interpretation is exactly the core method of post-processual archaeology. So, 

for my country’s archaeology, firstly, the fieldwork-excavations and surveys are absolutely 
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necessary, because they can provide rich sufficient evidences to do positive research, for 

example to complete Taosi Late period’s excavation as soon as possible. Meanwhile, Chinese 

archaeologists ought to utilize both post-processual archaeology and philosopher to study 

archaeological sites surrounding areas cultures and human’s cognitions. To exemplify Taosi 

again, such as to use phenomenology to study Taosi neighboring other Neolithic sites 

cultures, meanwhile to try to understand then interpret why Taosi was built in this location, 

instead of other locations? How did Taosi inhabitants interact themselves with their 

surroundings? And even to refer to Renfrew’s cognitive archaeology to explore why different 

authors wrote different versions of historiographies that can all relate to the same topic—

Chinese prehistory about Yao,Shun,Yu? Actually, after having communicated with Professor 

He Nu several times between 2018 November and December, I have been informed that our 

Chinese archaeologists have been aware of Kuhnian methodological incommensurability that 

is caused by historiography for decades. And delightfully, they have already on their way to 

search for new solutions. For instance, Professor He said he is using his own theory—

Spiritual Cultural approach trying to comprehend Taosi inhabitants spiritual world by 

studying their rituals, their musical instruments and their homes spatial distribution. Whilst, 

being funded by my country, nowadays our Chinese archaeologists are participating in 

excavations in the international co-projects with countries where also have rich written texts 

and ancient civilizations, and those co-projects are executed in Honduras(Maya site of Copan, 

since 2015 July), in India(Buddhism history, Rakhigarhi site, since 2016/07/20), and in 

Egypt(Temple of Mentu in Luxor, since 2018/11/29). The purposes of working together with 

local archaeologists from the countries above are, to get to know the developments of ancient 

civilizations from other parts of worlds; to learn the theories and methodologies that are 

applied to those countries archaeological research; to find out whether those countries 

archaeological research encounter with the same problem as China. If so, we may either learn 

how to reduce the disadvantage of historical approach(e.g. historiography), or we may work 

together with those countries archaeologists to intend to find the better solutions that can 

solve the collaborative issues. Universally, for every country’s scientists/archaeologists, the 

processes of thesis-antithesis-synthesis(Breazeale 1993) undoubtedly will be repeated, long 

termed and continuous. Meanwhile, the journeys of searching for new paradigms, new 

solutions considerably will be sinuous and perplexed as well. However, as a Chinese, I do 

know to cope with difficulties and obstacles will never be any issues for my country and our 

Chinese archaeologists, therefore, I hold my confirmed positive belief in the further 

development of Chinese archaeology. 

7. Summary 

Ancient China, same as Egyptology, biblical and classical studies, is the special approach 

within the study of historical archaeology, with its characteristic as using written sources/texts 

as the independent basis for interpretation, which means the archaeological theories become 

unnecessary, therefore whose characteristic determines that Chinese archaeology differs from 

studies of general archaeology. Nevertheless, nowadays Chinese archaeology has adopted 

Western archaeological theories and methods. Along with Chinese contemporary 

archaeological research, there has emerged an interesting unignorable phenomenon—non-

consensus on result, that can be expressed as well as the philosophical term of 

“methodological incommensurability” when ancient Chinese historiographies meet Western 

theories and methods. Thereby, Chinese historiography and contemporary Chinese 
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archaeological research have become the very two topics of mine in this essay. In order to 

reveal the existence of non-consensus on result that is caused by historical approach in 

contemporary Chinese archaeological research, I will use the classical German philosophy 

and the 20th.century’s American philosophy as my theoretical framework to conduct my study 

on one of representative Chinese late Neolithic sites—Taosi in the Central Plain, by referring 

to Taosi three periods excavations field reports and Taosi project leader Professor He Nu’s 

published 2018 thesis as my research sources. Meanwhile during my study, I will utilize 

discourse analysis and comparative analysis as my methods to translate and interpret four 

different historiographies that are associated with Taosi’s archaeological materials, thus to 

evidently reveal the issue of non-consensus on result that is caused by historical approach. 

Explicitly, my four purposes in this essay are: 1).To introduce the development of Chinese 

archaeology to Swedish audiences; 2).To display one certain type of paradigm that is applied 

to the archaeological research in Taosi site; 3).To reveal the American philosopher Thomas 

Kuhn’s term of “methodological incommensurability”(Kuhn 1962/1970a:148) that is reflected 

in Taosi’s research; 4).To do the further discussions about the cause of historiography 

complex and the outlook on the further development of Chinese archaeology. 

Correspondingly, for highlighting my purposes above, I compile three related questions, that 

are: 1). Why do Chinese archaeologists consider excavations in the Central Plain is 

important? 2). What kind of paradigm that is applied to the contemporary Chinese 

archaeological research, for example the research in Taosi in the Central Plain? 3). How is 

Thomas Kuhn’s term of “methodological incommensurability” that is caused by the historical 

approach embodied in the contemporary Chinese archaeological research, exemplifying the 

research in Taosi? 

Due to my first question, in order to expound the importance of excavations in the Central 

Plain for Chinese archaeologists, firstly I introduce the basic information of Chinese culture, 

whose contents are China is composed of total 56 ethnic groups with 7 major groups of 

dialects, and among all those 56 ethnic groups, Hua Xia-Han people is the biggest dominated 

ethnicity. Then secondly, the Central Plain is traditionally considered as one of 6 origins of 

Chinese civilization where emerged the first state Xia dynasty and the beginning of written 

language, according to Chinese history and historiographical written records. Therefore, for 

Chinese archaeologists, the importance of excavations in Central Plain is to verify the Marxist 

theoretical framework and to reconstruct China national history.    

Regarding to my second question, I use one of representative archaeological sites Taosi, as 

the example to indicate one certain type of paradigm that is applied to Chinese contemporary 

archaeological research. Through illustrating Taosi three periods excavations reports and 

Taosi project leader Professor He Nu’s published 2018 thesis, thereby to exemplify how 

contemporary Chinese archaeologists utilize the certain type of paradigm to guide their 

research in Taosi. Moreover, based on Professor He Nu’s description about that he utilizes 

Gordon Childe’s concept of Urban Revolution: “The Town Planning Review”(Childe 1950) 

as his theoretical framework during Taosi research, meanwhile, I use Taosi three periods field 

reports and the book Archaeology:The Key Concepts(Renfrew & Bahn 2005) as my 

references to comprehend what kind of paradigm has been applied to Taosi research. 

Eventually, I got my own comprehension on the more precise paradigm of Professor He Nu is 

utilizing ought to be the anthropological holistic/contextual approach within the study of 

processual archaeology.  
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Due to my third question about revealing Kuhn’s “methodological incommensurability” that 

is caused by historical approach has been embodied in the contemporary Chinese 

archaeology, I still use Taosi research as my study material and example herein. Specifically, 

I choose two different historiographies to interpret one artefact from Taosi Early period, then 

translate another two different historiographies that relate to one archaeological remain from 

Taosi Middle period. Through different interpretations from total four different 

historiographies, following to compare and demonstrate five hypothetical alternative 

Hegelians contradictory interpretations/results(Kuhn’s term of non-consensus result) can 

differ from Professor He Nu’s interpretations/results, and none of those five controversial 

interpretations can determine Taosi’s ownership/identity. Considerably, this interesting 

phenomenon may highlight Kuhn’s ideology of the possibility or even the necessity for the 

new paradigm’s/theory’s emergence after the pervious puzzle-solution(the methodology of 

combining historiography with archaeological materials during the research) cannot solve any 

new puzzles any longer, which exactly may empathize that the contemporary Chinese 

archaeological research ought to require the necessity for the emergence of new paradigm.  

In the end of my essay, I conduct two separate discussions on the reason why historiography 

complex has its deep root in Chinese archaeologists minds, and the outlook on further Chinese 

archaeology’s development. In my first part of discussion, I borrow knowledge from different 

approaches of psychology that can analyze the phenomenon of human’s complex and its 

origin. For instance, the Swiss psychoanalyst Carl Jung’s deep psychology on study of 

human’s complex; the Austrian zoologist Konrad Z. Lorenz’s re-discovered the principle of 

“imprinting” to study animals and humans instinctive behavior; and the Canadian-American 

social-cognitive psychologist Albert Bandura’s Social Cognitive Theory(SCT) can explain 

human beings behavior is an action of the process of observational learning from its 

surrounding environment. Following, in my second part of discussion, I mainly discuss my 

topic from both archaeological and Western philosophical perspectives. At first, I clarify the 

confirmed contribution of historiography is that it can help us to understand material cultures 

better. Whilst, differ from Western countries archaeology, historical approach is suitable for 

studying ancient China. However, the methodological issue occurs when the Western 

archaeological theories and methods meet ancient Chinese historiography, then the way to 

reduce the disadvantage of historiography is to find new paradigm(s) to solve new puzzle(s), 

according to Thomas Kuhn’s paradigm theory. Delightfully, Chinese archaeologists have 

noticed the issue of historiography for decades, therefore they have already been exploring 

new solutions. For example, on the one hand, Professor He Nu is using his own theory 

“Spiritual Cultural theory” to study Taosi archaeological materials and remains, thereby to 

comprehend and interpret Taosi inhabitants spiritual world; on the other hand, through the 

ongoing international co-projects with countries, such as Honduras, India, and Egypt, where 

same as China, have rich written texts and ancient civilizations, Chinese contemporary 

archaeologists nowadays are learning and exploring new paradigms/new puzzle-solutions 

together with other countries archaeologists.  
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